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Compound weighted fusion evaluation
and optimization of intelligent tracking
algorithm in radar seeker

Kaiyu Hu,1,2,3,* Chunxia Yang,1 Zhaoyang Wang,1 and Jiaming Wang1
SUMMARY

This paper designs a hierarchical weighted fusion evaluation/optimization scheme for the radar seeker
neural network (NN) tracking algorithm. The firstweighted fusion of closed-loop performance index is car-
ried out to exclude the hardware influence on algorithm evaluation. Then, according to different tracking
scenarios, the tracking index is divided into different periods; a single period score is given by a linear-
nonlinear hybrid scoring mechanism. Furthermore, in a single index, the internal scores of different
time periods are weighted and fused for the second time to obtain the index overall score. Finally, the
third weighted fusion of the multi-index scores obtains the comprehensive score of the algorithm. We
design the parameter evaluation case sets and repeat the aforementioned compound weighting; hence
the case with the highest comprehensive score is obtained. Finally, the algorithm is optimized by the high-
est-score case. The experiment using fuzzy NN radar seeker verifies the effectiveness of the method.

INTRODUCTION

In the increasingly complex battlefield environment, the increasingly neural network (NN) recognition-tracking algorithm of radar seeker and

the high complexity of its parameters and structure make related performance evaluation increasingly difficult.1–4 The traditional software

evaluation does not consider the special performance index of NN, nor does it involve the closed-loop parameters of radar tracking; there-

fore, it is not suitable for the fast development of intelligent tracking algorithm of radar seeker.5–8 This paper is committed to providing a

comprehensive and effective closed-loop evaluation scheme to realize the local and overall performance evaluation of the radar seeker intel-

ligent tracking algorithm under multiple operating conditions and segmentation.

The research work on the evaluation of the intelligent tracking algorithm of the radar seeker is less concerned; however, the intelligent

tracking algorithmdesign develops rapidly.9–12 In Sadhu et al.,13 the radar seeker anti-jamming evaluation system is given, but it is only limited

to anti-jamming performance evaluation, not for intelligent algorithms. In Wang et al.,14 the evaluation scheme of the intelligent filtering

algorithm is further given; the gray correlation method is used to eliminate the subjectivity of the weight design, but it is only for the anti-jam-

ming performance of the radar. Xie et al.15 provide ideas for the design of initial weights in the evaluation of the radar seeker intelligent al-

gorithm, and this study will also be used in this paper to eliminate subjectivity.

The aforementioned references show that there is a lot of research and cognitive space for radar seeker algorithm evaluation. However,

with the increasing complexity of algorithms and the requirements of special seekers, the performance evaluation is becoming important.16–19

In Loran et al.,17 two object-oriented ship detectors based on the faster region-based convolutional NN (R-NN) were presented; R-NN was

trained on thousands of real X-band airborne rangecCompressed radar data containing several ship signals. In Garry et al.,20 a number-adap-

tive filtering technique was proposed to mitigate the effects of disturbance; hence, a number of spectral and spatially diverse wave signals

were considered to evaluate suppression performance. In Baghdadi et al.,21 synthetic aperture radar observations had been used to estimate

soil moisture and surface roughness; hence, the surface backscattering models were evaluated. In Zhang et al.,22 the autocorrelation and

cross-correlation sidelobe was derived and integrated into evaluation theory for the orthogonality of polyphase codes. In Li et al.,23 an

abnormal region detection algorithm based on visual attention mechanism was proposed and evaluated in ground-penetrating radar. How-

ever, the aforementioned evaluationmethods of radar guidance system seldom consider the particularity of NN tracking. In this paper, a spe-

cial evaluation and optimization scheme is designed for NN tracking algorithm of radar seeker.

NN recognition and tracking algorithm develops rapidly in motion control. Through training, NN can make the controller lock the target

and adjust the actuator for accurate tracking.24–27 But the relevant assessment techniques are rarely studied. In Qiao et al.,27 an extensive

dataset of low-resolution and super-resolution image pairs was provided and used to evaluate the deep-learning super-resolution models

in terms of signal-to-noise ratio and upscaling factor. In Huang et al.,28 a review of the current research effort into making deep NNs safe
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Figure 1. Evaluation scheme of intelligent tracking algorithm of radar seeker.
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and trustworthy was conducted, by focusing on four aspects: verification, testing, adversarial attack and defense, and interpretability. In the

study by Lei,29 based on the features obtained, theMATLABNN toolbox trained BPNN and evaluated the established continuousmovement

control model. In A Obed et al.,30 a novel controller of PID control dynamic wavelet network model was proposed to control the servo motor;

the authors evaluated the performance of the intelligent control with tracking error and response time. However, the aforementioned eval-

uation technologies do not consider the particularity of radar seeker and do not give the optimization direction after evaluation. This paper

will focus on solving these two problems.

This paper considers the special target tracking scenarios, and index of radar seeker, hierarchical evaluation, and optimization scheme of

seeker NN tracking algorithm are designed based on the aforementioned research, so as to create conditions for continuous improvement

and evaluation of algorithm performance and seeker overall performance. Therefore, the main contributions are as follows.

(1) We set arbitration for each weighting calculation to ensure that the evaluation is meaningful. If the local score is too low, it will be

directly stopped to continue the weighted fusion and the total score will be judged to be 0.

(2) The subjective-objective weight design. Weight ranges are found by objective gray correlation, and then the subjective expert value

setting based on extreme expert/clique elimination finally determines the weight values in the three-layer evaluation. It eliminates the

defect that objectivity lacks judgment experience and subjectivity is emotional.

(3) Taking the fuzzy NN algorithm as the evaluation object, the NN tracking algorithm with the highest comprehensive evaluation score is

found by designing the evaluation use cases based on the algorithm parameters, so as to provide reference for improving the existing

seeker software.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Firstly, we introduces the compound weighted fusion evaluationmethod, which includes the main

method of weighted fusion, the assignmentmechanism, the weightingmechanism, and the arbitrationmechanism to ensure the objectivity of

fusion. Then we introduces the NN tracking algorithm of radar seeker, which is the evaluation optimization object of the method. Thirdly, we

presents the simulation and evaluation results of the algorithm. Finally, we summarizes the full text.

RESULTS

Theory and design

Overall scheme

The overall evaluation scheme of the radar seeker NN tracking algorithmdesigned in this paper is shown in Figure 1. Themain contents of the

scheme include the following steps.
2 iScience 26, 108550, December 15, 2023



Figure 2. Tracking period scores under multi-index linear-nonlinear mechanism.
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Step 1: the radar seekers to be evaluated under different storage/transportation environment are selected for evaluation. Real-time collec-

tion of performance index data and according to the tracking scenarios divided into different periods.

Step 2: same period and index data weighted fusion. The first layer of weighted fusion is to avoid the algorithm evaluation being affected

by hardware environment. According to the physical characteristics of different index, the initial scoring mechanism is selected and the

score of any index in any fusion period is obtained.

Step 3: multiple fusion periods score fusion within the same index. The second layer of weighted fusion aims to obtain the overall score of

each index as a result of the overall evaluation of a single index.

Step 4: NN algorithmmulti-index score weighted fusion. The third layer of weighted fusion is to obtain the total score of the NN tracking

algorithm for the target to be evaluated, and the weight is still given by expert optimization mechanism.

The optimization objective shows the overall or local optimization direction of the evaluated intelligent algorithm, that is, the intelligent

learning parameter set that gets the highest total score or the highest score of a certain index. Each of the following sub-sections is a detailed

description of eachmodule in Figure 1. This paper first introducesmulti-layer compound evaluation and optimization and then introduces the

key techniques to ensure objectivity: arbitration and mixed weight design mechanism.

Fusion scoring mechanism

The first layer of weighted fusion in Figure 1 (multi-indicator test of multiple products) is to integrate the performance index data of the same

intelligent tracking algorithm under different hardware environment characteristics, so as to eliminate the interference of radar seeker hard-

ware. The following two layers of weighting calculation are also the content of the main evaluation scheme.

Evaluation index set Z:{index 1 . p} covers common performance index of radar seeker, including position errors, response time, steady-

statevariance, resolution,etc. Thedivisionof the timeperiod is related to thecommontarget trackingconditionsof the radar seeker.Timeperiod

set ismarkedasS:{period1,period2., periodm}.Theweighted fusion structureofmulti-products,multi-timeperiods, andmulti-index is shown

in Equation 1. W($) is the weight, which is assigned different values by the experts. The weightingmechanism is a weight selectionmethod with

optimization attributes, and it is common to have an algorithm to eliminate extreme experts. Weighted fusion function of the first layer is

x
�
zp; sm

�
=
Xn
i = 1

X
�
zp;bni; sm

�
W
�
zp;bn; sm

�
(Equation 1)

where z1,., zp, b1,., bp, s1,., sm are the element marker symbols in the weight variables of index set Z, standard set B, and time period set

S, respectively. For example, zp, b1, and sm respectively represent index p, production 1, and tracking periodm, soW(zp,b1,sm) represents the

corresponding weight.

The first layer of weighted fusion requires an additional initial scoring process to provide a basis function for the next layer of weighted

fusion. In this paper, multiple scoring mechanisms are mixed. Figure 2 is a simple scoring structure. The specific mechanism to be used de-

pends on the characteristics of index set Z.

The grading function includes smooth linear function, smooth nonlinear function, and non-smooth nonlinear function. Classical evaluation

methods often use comments in this step, but this paper chooses to replace comments with scores, which also creates conditions for the gen-

eration of multi-layer compound evaluation index.

(1) Smooth linear function. Let w be the indicator value and Q be the score; then the corresponding relation of smooth linearity is

Q = HiðwÞ= aw+b (Equation 2)

where a and b are the real numbers and constants, wmin, wmax, Qmin, and Qmax are the minimum and maximum values of index after

repeated experiments, and their corresponding scores.

(2) Smooth nonlinear function. w is set as the index value, and Q is the score; then the corresponding relation is

Q = HiðwÞ = atw
t + at� 1w

t� 1 +/+ a1w+b (Equation 3)
iScience 26, 108550, December 15, 2023 3
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where b, a1,., at are the real constants; t is a positive integer, and its minimum value is 2. Any smooth nonlinear function can be represented

by adjusting the parameters of Equation 3. The significance of the nonlinear scoring function is that the change of the performance index in a

certain interval will accelerate or slow down the change of the score to reflect the greater or lesser impact of the interval on the score.

(3) Non-smooth nonlinear function. This kind of grading function can be subdivided into continuous and discontinuous non-smoothing

functions. Expert direct scoring belongs to the generalized non-smooth nonlinear scoring function. The non-smooth nonlinear corre-

spondence is as a piecewise function:

Q =HiðwÞ =

8<
:

a1;tw
t + a1;t� 1w

t� 1 +/+ a1;1w+b1; w˛ ½wmin;w1

�
«
as;tw

t + as;t� 1w
t� 1 +/+ as;1w+bs; w˛

�
ws� 1;wmax

� (Equation 4)

where w1�ws-1 are the piecewise points in the intervals of the independent variables of the performance index. The functions within the in-

tervals are continuously derivable, while the functions between the intervals are not (either continuous or discontinuous). Therefore, the afore-

mentioned three categories of scoring mechanisms basically cover all scoring methods.

After scoring by the scoringmechanism, the score in the fusion period is also a function. It is necessary to convert the scoring function into

score value and finally form a single period score Fij, index i = 1., p, period j = 1.m. Take the mean of scoreQ as JQ,ij and the variance as

sQ,ij. Then the total score of a single tracking period can be calculated as

Fij = W
�
JQ;ij

�
JQ;ij +W

�
sQ;ij

�
sQ;ij (Equation 5)

whereW(JQ,ij) andW(sQ,ij) are the weights of mean and variance values, and the weightingmechanism is consistent with the expert weighting

optimization mechanism shown in Figure 1.

In conclusion, the weighted fusion of the first layer including a scoring mechanism set can obtain the index score of a single period, which

creates conditions for the weighted fusion of the second layer to obtain the total score of a single index.

The second layer of weighted fusion is to obtain the total score of a single index based on the scores of the fusion periods. The fusion

algorithm is as follows:

Fi =
Xm
j = 1

W
�
zi; rj

�
Fij (Equation 6)

where W(zi,rj) represents the weight of index i and fusion period j, i = 1, ., p, j = 1, ., m.

The third layer weighted fusion is to obtain the total score of radar seeker intelligent tracking algorithm based on multiple index score

weighted. The fusion algorithm is as follows:

F =
Xp
i = 1

WðziÞFi (Equation 7)

where W(zi) represents the global weight of index i = 1 ., p.

Remark 1: ‘‘closed loop’’ means that the physical performance index of the radar seeker with an intelligent tracking algorithm is used

instead of the direct software logic and calculation performance to indirectly evaluate the quality.

If the military only pays attention to a certain indicator i, the weight of the remaining index in Figure 2 can be set as 0, namely�
WðziÞ= 1
Wðz1Þ= 0 = Wðz2Þ= / = Wðzi� 1Þ= Wðzi+1Þ= / = W

�
zp
� (Equation 8)

Furthermore, (7) degenerates into (6) and continues to reflect the closed-loop performance of the algorithm.

Parameter optimization design

This section repeats the aforementioned three-layer compound evaluation process, but the evaluated intelligent tracking algorithm adopts

the drift parameter sets different from the nominal parameter set proposed in Figure 1, to design parameter optimization strategies and opti-

mize the intelligent learning parameters.

Definition 1: nominal parameters refer to the learning parameters when parameter changes are not considered in the evaluation. They are

the existing parameters to be optimized.

If the evaluation score of a drift parameter set is better than that of the nominal set, it can be regarded as the optimization target. Set drift

total parameter set C:{parameter set 1, parameter set 2 ., parameter set k, parameter set k+1, parameter set 2k}. The scores of fusion pe-

riods, the total score of single index, and the total score of algorithm under each parameter set can be obtained by repeated evaluation. Due

to the similar topology structure of weighted fusion, only the total weighted method of algorithm is shown in Figure 3.

Let the symbol of each parameter set be described as parameter set 1 = C1, parameter set 2 = C2, ., parameter set 2k = C2k, nominal

parameter set K=CK. Set
4 iScience 26, 108550, December 15, 2023



Figure 3. Total score of weighted fusion evaluated under drift parameter set.
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�
C1;C2;/;Ck <CK

Ck+1;Ck+2;/;C2k >CK
(Equation 9)

where the set defines the following operations.

Definition 2: let q = 1 ., v represents parameter number in parameter set Cl, v is the parameter number, l is the parameter set number.

Cl =
�
slq
�

= fsl1;/;slvg (Equation 10)

slq can represent any learning parameter in the drift parameter set whose superiority is to be verified. Then, if (10) is satisfied,

Xv
lq = 1

sgn
�
sl;q � sl+1;q

�
> 0 (Equation 11)

Thence Cl>Cl+1. Therefore, the experimental significance of Equation 10 is to select the parameter sets that fluctuates up and down

around the nominal parameter values; take k parameter sets less than CK and take k parameter sets larger than CK to form the drift parameter

set C (this is a parameter selection sample pool for optimizing algorithm parameters) and then repeat the three-layer scoring evaluation pro-

cess under each parameter set to obtain the score F1*, .,Fk*,Fk+1*, .,F2k*.

Based on the aforementioned evaluation process and Equation 10, the overall optimization objective of parameters is set as

Fmax = max
�
F1�;/;Fk�; F;Fk+1;�;/;F2k;�

�
(Equation 12)

Then the parameter local optimization objective can be set as

Fi;max = max
�
Fi;1�;/;Fi;k�;Fi; Fi;k+1;�;/;Fi;2k;�

�
(Equation 13)

The drift parameter set is the test case of the optimization evaluation method, and the details of parameter selection are related to the

specific intelligent algorithm structure. In order to implement and verify the effectiveness of the evaluation and optimization scheme, a radar

seeker NN algorithm will be introduced in the next section.

Weight criterion design

This study proposes an objective-subjective weighting optimization mechanism proposed in module ‘‘Experts assign weights and optimiza-

tion mechanism’’ of Figure 1. The objective weightingmechanism sets the weight range, while the subjective weightingmechanism gives the

specific weight values within the range.

g(Xi, Xj) is the gray correlation coefficient between the ith index and index j, and the specific definition of the corresponding gray corre-

lation depth coefficient function qij is

qijb
g
�
Xi ;Xj

�
PQ� 1

j = 1 g
�
Xi;Xj

� (Equation 14)

where Q is the total number of weights of all weighted fusion layers, whose expression will be given in the next section.

The objective weight model based on the gray correlation depth coefficient is as follows

Step 1: index weight expected change range constraint. The depth coefficient of gray correlation reflects the significance of the internal vari-

ation of sequence elements in the sequence set. The gray correlation depth coefficient can be introduced to determine the importance of

different index according to the significance of such changes in different index, so as to determine the weight of each performance index.

According to the aforementioned theory, the weight range of an index can be determined by the gray correlation depth coefficient. The

weight change range is constrained as follows:
iScience 26, 108550, December 15, 2023 5



Figure 4. Flow chart of single-weighted layer arbitration mechanism.
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We;i3
h
min

	
qij



;max

	
qij


i
(Equation 15)

Step 2: fluctuation range constraint of index weight variance. The fluctuation range of index weight is also determined by the gray corre-

lation depth coefficient. The constraint condition for introducing weight variance is as follows:

1

Q�
XQ�

i = 1

�
Wi � 1

Q�

�2

3
�
min

�
D
�
q0

��
;max

�
D
�
q0

���
(Equation 16)

where D(q0) is the variance set of the full index gray correlation depth coefficient set q0, and Q* is to meet Q*<Q. D(q0) can represent the

fluctuation range of index weight, namely

D
�
q0

�
=

1

Q

XQ� 1

j = 1

�
q1j � 1

Q

�
;/;

1

Q

XQ� 1

j = 1

�
qij � 1

Q

�
(Equation 17)

The objective weight design can only determine the weight range. On this basis, this study uses the expert judgment weight method to

uniquely determine the weight. But experts will have subjective extreme opinions. In order to ensure the exclusion of extreme opinions, the

subjective weight design needs to introduce the extreme expert elimination algorithm. The similarity coefficient between experts and expert

groups can be obtained by calculating the similarity coefficient between experts with the help of cluster analysis. The smaller the similarity

degree, the greater the deviation from expert groups, and the more extreme the expert opinions; its influence should be eliminated.

The specific steps are as follows

Step 1: invite an expert group composed of X experts; each expert Ei(i= 1, 2,., X) determinesQ index weight vectors according to the three-

layer weighting scheme in Figure 1. We,i=(Wi1, Wi2,., WiQ)(i = 1, 2,., X). According to the aforementioned setting of the number of indices

and the number of time periods, Q satisfies

Q = Q1 +Q2 +Q3 +Q4 = n3p3m+ 33p3m
Q1 = n3p3m
Q2 = Q3 = Q4 = p3m

(Equation 18)

Then form the weight matrix as

W�
X3Q =

2
664
W11 W12 / W1Q

W21 W22 / W2Q

« « «
WX1 WX2 / WXQ

3
775 (Equation 19)

Step 2: calculate the similarity coefficient between expert Ei and expert Ep:
6 iScience 26, 108550, December 15, 2023



Figure 5. Overall structure of target tracking.
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rip = 1� 1

Q

XQ
u = 1

We;iu � We;pu

 (Equation 20)

Then form the matrix of similarity coefficient as

RX3X =

2
664
r11 r12 / r1X
r21 r22 / r2X
« « «
rX1 rX2 / rXX

3
775 (Equation 21)

Obviously, the following conclusion holds: rip = rpi(isp, i, p = 1, 2, ., X), rip = 1(i = p, i, p = 1, 2, ., X).

Step 3: computing the similarity between expert Ei and expert group {E1, E2 ., EX}

gi =
XX
u = 1

riu (Equation 22)

Constitute the similarity vector G=(g1, g2, ., gX)
T, that is, sum the matrix of similar coefficients by row.

Step 4: eliminate extreme expert opinion. The expert opinions are screened according to the elimination ratio, and the expert opinions

with low similarity are excluded. The 20% elimination ratio is adopted here.

Step 5: average the weight vector given by the remaining experts, namely, the final weight vector We=(We,1, We,2, ., We,Q).

Arbitration mechanism for weighted fusion node

The arbitration mechanism corresponds to the module ‘‘Arbitration mechanism for single score node’’ in Figure 1. The mechanism of direct

promotion and one vote rejection is introduced in weighted nodes of each level of performance index to correspond to the phenomenon that

one single index data have a decisive status. The arbitration algorithm is executed as follows.

Step 1: design the upper threshold and lower threshold of each index in a single period, and design the upper threshold and lower

threshold of each index in a full period.
Figure 6. Structure diagram of BP NN.
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Table 1. Fuzzy table of NN learning rate regulation

Acceleration range a

0 (0, 15] (15, 30] (30, 45] (45, 60] (60, 75]

mobility D 0 very small small medium large very large

h 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.8 0.8 0.9
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Step 2: calculate the score of a single index in a single period. If one score is lower than its lower threshold, the evaluation is terminated,

and the total score of the radar seeker intelligent tracking algorithm is 0.

Step 3: if no score is lower than its lower threshold, judge whether any score is higher than its upper threshold. If no, this weighted fusion

score will be performed; if yes, this weighted fusion score will not be performed and the score higher than the upper threshold will be

directly judged as the weighted fusion score of the layer.

Step 4: calculate the score of single index in the whole period. If one score is lower than its lower threshold, the evaluation is terminated,

and the total score of the radar seeker intelligent tracking algorithm is 0.

Step 5: if no score is lower than its lower threshold, judge whether any score is higher than its upper threshold. If no, the weighted fusion

score will be performed. If yes, the score higher than the upper threshold will be directly judged as the weighted fusion score of the level,

namely, the total score of comprehensive evaluation of the radar seeker intelligent tracking algorithm.

Finally, the arbitration mechanism assists the multi-layer weighted fusion agent architecture to complete the comprehensive evaluation.

The flow chart of single-node arbitration mechanism for each weighted layer is shown in Figure 4.

Experimental model algorithm

The intelligent tracking algorithm introduced in this section is the evaluated object of the evaluation optimization method proposed in the

previous section. In the experiment, the performance of the algorithm can be evaluated and optimized by selecting the parameters of the

intelligent tracking algorithm described in this section and using the proposed evaluation optimization scheme. Therefore, it can be used

to verify the ability of the evaluation optimization method to the intelligent tracking algorithm of complex parameters.

Seeker target tracking overall scheme

This section introduces an information fusion target tracking scheme of radar seeker based on BP NN and fuzzy system, which represents an

advanced intelligent tracking algorithm; it is shown in Figure 5.

The information detected is divided into two categories through NN: target information and interference outfield value. The classified

tracking information is sent to the fusion center, and then the information is fused. After fusion, the target trajectory can be obtained by

filtering. Target maneuver parameters are extracted, and the learning rate of NN is adjusted by fuzzy system according to different motion

states of the target.

BP NN algorithm

This section corresponds to the modules ‘‘BPNN1’’ and ‘‘BPNN2’’ in Figure 5. BP NN is a kind of multi-layer forward network, which is divided

into input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. It is widely used in pattern recognition and data compression.3

Figure 6 shows a 3-layer forward BPNN, and the input layer neurons are x1, x2,., xm, hidden layer neurons are s1, s2,., sp, and the output

layer neurons are y1, y2,., yn. The weights from the input layer to the hidden layer and from the hidden layer to the output layer are ufh and

uho, respectively. The thresholds of the hidden layer neurons and output layer neurons are qf and qo, respectively. Nonlinear activation func-

tion f �ðxÞ = 1
1+e� x .

The input of the hidden layer neurons is

In1
h
ðkÞ =

Xm
f = 1

xfufh � qf (Equation 23)
Table 2. Adjustment fuzzy table of fusion weights

Distance range h/km

(60, N) (50, 60] (40, 50] (30, 40] (20, 30] (0, 20]

R very far far little far little near close very close

Ratio a 0.2 0.5 1 2 3 4

8 iScience 26, 108550, December 15, 2023



Figure 7. JPDA position errors in x and y directions

(A) x position error.

(B) y position error.
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The output of hidden layer neurons is

shðkÞ = f �
	
In1

h
ðkÞ



= f �
 Xm

f = 1

xfufh � qf

!
(Equation 24)

The input of neurons in the output layer is

In2oðkÞ =
Xp
h= 1

uhoshðkÞ � qo =
Xp
h= 1

uhof
�
 Xm

f = 1

xfufh � qf

!
� qo (Equation 25)

The output of neurons in the output layer is

yoðkÞ =
a�

1+a
f �
	
In2oðkÞ




=
a�

1+a
f �
 Xp

h= 1

uhof
�
 Xm

f = 1

xfufh � qf

!
� qo

! (Equation 26)

where a is the fusion ratio between the active trackingNN and the passive trackingNN, and a* satisfies a* = 1 or a. Set the expected output as

do; then the error of output node o is

eoðkÞ = doðkÞ � yoðkÞ (Equation 27)

The objective function of network training is

JðuÞ =
1

2

X
k

X
o

½eoðkÞ�2 =
1

2

X
k

X
o

½doðkÞ � yoðkÞ�2 (Equation 28)
Figure 8. Position errors in x and y directions of the fuzzy NN algorithm

(A) x position error.

(B) y position error.
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Figure 9. Comparison of weighted scores at the first layer

(A) Score of x axis position error.

(B) Score of y axis position error.
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The minimum gradient rule is adopted to update the weight of the network. The weight adjustment from the hidden layer to the output

layer is

Duho = �h
vJðuÞ
vuho

= h
X
k

doðkÞ , shðkÞ (Equtaion 29)

The weight adjustment from the input layer to the hidden layer is

Dufh = �h
vJðuÞ
vufh

= h
X
k

dhðkÞ , xf ðkÞ (Equation 30)

h is the learning rate, and

doðkÞ = eoðkÞ, _f
�h
In2oðkÞ

i
(Equation 31)
dhðkÞ = _f
�h
In1

h
ðkÞ
i
,
X
o

uhodoðkÞ (Equation 32)

The BPNNconnected to the active radar seeker has 3 input neurons, which are two directional positions and one angle of the target. There

are 2 neurons in the output layer. The output 0 represents the target, and the output 1 represents the interference field value. The input neu-

rons of the BP NN connected to the passive radar seeker are 2, which are the position information of the two directions of the target, respec-

tively. The number and functions of the output layer neurons is the same as that of the active seeker.

Fuzzy system

In this paper, the algorithm extracts the acceleration of the target andmakes real-time fuzzy adjustment of the learning rate of theNN and the

weight of the fusion center according to themaneuvering degree and distance of the target so that the system can track the target. The target
Table 3. Weight values in 1st layer weighted fusion

z1 z2

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7 b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7

s1 0.25 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.25 0.2 0.15 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

s2 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.3 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.05 0.05 0.05

s3 0.35 0.3 0.2 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.35 0.3 0.2 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03

s4 0.35 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.35 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.04 0.03 0.03

s5 0.35 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.35 0.25 0.2 0.1 0.04 0.03 0.03
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Table 4. Weight values for whole periods of a single index (2nd layer)

r1 r2 r3 r4 r5

z1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.25 0.15

z2 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.25 0.15
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maneuvering degree D is blurred according to different ranges of target acceleration: ‘‘zero’’, ‘‘very small’’, ‘‘small’’, ‘‘medium’’, ‘‘large’’, and

‘‘very large’’. The corresponding NN learning rate h is shown in Table 1.

The proposed algorithm uses a fuzzy system to adjust the fusion weights in real time, which overcomes the shortcoming and does not

change after the weights are determined. The weight of the information detected by the active-passive radar seeker in fusion center is

adjusted by the distance of the target. According to different range h of the extracted target, the missile-target distance is set as R by the

fuzzy method: ‘‘very far’’, ‘‘far’’, ‘‘little far’’, ‘‘little near’’, ‘‘close’’, and ‘‘very close’’. The fusion weight ratio a of the active-passive radar seeker

of the corresponding fusion center is adjusted as shown in Table 2.

Remark 2: The fuzzy NN algorithm is the evaluation object. The evaluation scheme designs the evaluation use case by h, a, a, and h to

determine the highest evaluation score. The radar seeker closed-loop indicators are position tracking errors.
Simulation evaluation analysis conclusions

In this section, simulation experiment is used to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the evaluation optimization scheme. The object to

be evaluated is the intelligent fuzzy NN tracking algorithm described in Section 3.

Simulation experiment

The measured intelligent algorithm integrates the active-passive seeker information to track the target. The initial position of the target is

(10 km, 50 km), and the initial speed of the target is (�50 m/s, �300 m/s); the target moves at a constant speed in 0�150 s, makes a slow

turn with acceleration (5 m/s2, 5 m/s2) in 150–200 s, and moves at a constant speed in 200�210 s. It is fast turning with acceleration

(�65 m/s2, �65 m/s2) in 210�220 s, in uniform motion in 220�320 s, medium and low speed turning with acceleration (20 m/s2, �20 m/s2)

within 320�350 s, in uniform motion within 350�380 s, in 380�400 s with acceleration (�35 m/s2, �35 m/s2) to make a moderate speed

turn, and finally in 400�500 s to do uniformmotion. The JPDA algorithm and the proposed fuzzy NN are respectively used to track the target.

It can be seen from Figures 7 and 8 that the fusion position errors of JPDA algorithm are relatively large, which make it difficult to track the

target effectively, while the proposed fuzzy NN algorithm can track the target accurately.

Evaluation and optimize design

In this section, the fuzzy NN tracking algorithm in the previous section is evaluated to verify the feasibility of the evaluation scheme and the

consistency of direct comparisonwith simulation. The trackingperiod is divided into S: {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5}, and theworking condition is described

as follows: s1: 0�150 s, uniform and straight running; s2: 150�200 s, slow turn; s3: 210�220 s, fast turn; s4: 320�350 s, medium-low speed

turning; and s5: 380�400 s, medium speed turn. In the first layer fusion weight setting, x axis position error index is z1 and y axis position error

index is z2; there are 7 seekers with different storage/transportation environments. Weight distribution table is shown in Table 3.

In the second layer fusion weight setting, the five tracking periods are denoted as r1�r5, and the distribution weight follows a qualitative

standard; that is, the higher the initial score in the period of bad working conditions, the higher the score in the whole period of single index is

likely to be. Therefore, the 2nd layer weight allocation (single index) is shown in Table 4.

In theweight setting of the third layer fusion, the x axis position error and the y axis position error are not equally important to the algorithm

evaluation, so the weights are 0.4 and 0.6 in Table 5.

The first layer of the hierarchical scoring fusion period score is shown in Figure 9. The first layer score of the fuzzy NN tracking algorithm in

this paper is significantly higher than that of the JPDA, consistent with the curve comparison.

The comparative analysis results of the third layer evaluation are shown in Table 6. Combined with Figure 9 and Table 6, it can be seen that,

under the condition that there is little difference in scores in the uniform motion tracking period, the scores in the first layer of turning envi-

ronment are closer to the comprehensive scores, indicating that the scores in the extreme period have a greater impact on the overall scores,

which is consistent with the realistic demand.

Table 6 also shows that the score of the evaluation scheme is consistent with the result of direct comparison between the simulation curves:

the difference between the target uniform curves is small, and the difference between the fast turning curves is large, so the score difference
Table 5. Weight values in weighted fusion of whole algorithm (3rd layer)

z1 z2

W(z1) 0.4 0.4

W(z2) 0.6 0.6
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Figure 10. Comparisons of multi-algorithm evaluation and NN optimization

(A) Single index score and multiple index fusion total score.

(B) Fuzzy NN score optimization comparison (OC) before and after optimization.
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between the uniform curves is small and the score difference between the fast turning curves is large. Therefore, the proposed evaluation

scheme is valid.

In optimization design, the parameter set of evaluation use case needs to be determined first, and the nominal parameter set selected in

this experiment is (h, a). The relationship between the evaluation case parameter set and the nominal parameter set is as follows:

ðh�;a�Þ = ðh+Dh;a =DaÞ (Equation 33)

According to the aforementioned relationship, the six elements of h and a are set to increase or decrease equally; the range ofDh is [�0.2,

0.2], and the range of Da is [0.1, 5]. After repeated experiments, the optimization target parameter set (h*, a*)=(h+0.11, a/2) of the fuzzy NN

intelligent tracking algorithm is locked. According to the order of the Tables 1 and 2, the values of the two parameters after the optimization

are h* = {0.19, 0.29, 0.39, 0.49, 0.59, 0.69} and a* = {0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.75, 2.5}. The total score of the optimized algorithm is 97.9, 4.7 points

higher than the nominal score, and the comprehensive performance is improved by 5%.

Figure 10A more clearly shows the superior performance of fuzzy NN compared with traditional JPDA from the perspective of evaluation,

and Figure 10B quantifies the improvement degree of the optimized algorithm compared with that before optimization

The tracking experiment of the optimized fuzzy NN algorithm is shown in Figure 11. It can be clearly seen with the naked eye that the

tracking errors and response time are reduced, and the performance is greatly improved. This indirectly verifies the validity of the proposed

evaluation optimization scheme.

In de Moura et al.,31 an optimizer was also designed for fuzzy NN tracking algorithm. This study conducts a comparative analysis exper-

iment with its method, and the experimental results are shown in Table 7.

The data unit is meter, consistent with Figure 11. ex,m, ey,m, ex,a, ey,a, ex,s1�ex,s5, and ey,s1�ey,s5 respectively represent the maximum x axis

tracking error, the maximum y axis tracking error, the average x axis error, the average y axis error, the x axis tracking errors of the five time

periods, and the y axis tracking errors of the five time periods. Since there is no evaluation process in deMoura et al.,31 contrastive analysis can

only use tracking errors as an index. Even if we only look at the tracking errors, the proposed evaluation optimization method can still reduce

the average tracking errors by about 24% after optimizing by the method of de Moura et al.,31 that is, 25�30 m, and the maximum errors by

more. This indicates that the proposed evaluation optimization method not only has the ability to improve the performance of intelligent

tracking algorithms but also has better improvement range under similar tracking algorithms and has more application value.

Conclusions

The influence of hardware environment on algorithm evaluation is excluded after weighted fusion of radar seeker performance index data with

differentenvironment and target characteristics. The linear-nonlinear hybrid scoringmechanismgives theeffective singleperiod score. Further-

more, the second layer of weighted fusion of different period scoreswithin a single index is used to obtain the overall score of the index. Finally,

the total score of the algorithm is obtained by the third layer weighted fusion of multiple index scores and provides a basis for evaluating the
Table 6. 3-layer evaluation and comparative analysis of two algorithms

Algorithm comparison

x axis position error (z1) scores

for each period

y axis position error (z2) scores

for each period z1 score z2 score Total score

F11 F12 F13 F14 F15 F21 F22 F23 F24 F25 F1 F2 F

FuzzyNN 85 93 93 93 92 90 95 95 94 96 92.1 94.3 93.2

JPDA 85 85 50 72 66 80 93 55 65 60 68.4 68.4 68.4

Differences 0 8 43 21 26 10 2 40 29 36 23.7 26 24.9
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Figure 11. Position errors of the optimized fuzzy NN algorithm

(A) Score of x axis position error.

(B) Score of y axis position error.
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overall and local performance of the algorithm. The parameter set with the highest total score is obtained; then optimization objective is set,

finally improving the intelligent radar seeker algorithm.Theproposedmethodnotonly constructs theevaluation system from local toglobalbut

also helps to optimizeNNmodel parameters, thus improving the overall performance of the radar seeker. Thismethod also applies to infrared

and optical seekers. Subsequent research will focus on the evaluation and optimization of intelligent recognition algorithms.

Limitations of the study

The proposed evaluation and optimization based on weighted fusion require large-scale expert judgment and tracking data from different

seeker hardwares. The twomain disadvantages behind this are the following. (1) The design of weights requires time and cost, so it is not real

time. (2) The data of different types of seeker need to be collected during verification, and the data processing workload is large. Actually, the

proposed scheme cannot optimize algorithm in real time when the aircraft is working.
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Table 7. Comparative analysis of performance with state-of-the-art method

ex,m ey,m ex,a ey,a ex,s1 ey,s1 ex,s2 ey,s2 ex,s3 ey,s3 ex,s4 ey,s4 ex,s5 ey,s5

Method in de Moura et al.31 800.7 406.0 124.3 117.5 163.1 127.5 110.1 114.0 112.4 106.5 123.9 124.7 110.3 106.7

Proposed method 750.1 399.8 94.8 92.3 153.1 105.5 90.1 76.0 80.4 86.5 83.9 69.7 98.4 66.6
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MATLAB The MathWorks, Inc R2020b
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Other

Vector Network Analyzer Rohde&Schwarz ZVA40
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Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Kaiyu Hu (hukaiyuluran@

126.com).
Materials availability

This paper did not generate new unique reagents.
Data and code availability

(1) Data reported in this paper will be shared by the lead contact upon request.

(2) This paper does not report original code.

(3) Radar seeker; intelligent tracking algorithm; weighted fusion evaluation; performance index
METHOD DETAILS

Numerical analysis

All the numerical analysis required for this work was conducted byMATLAB R2020b andCSTDesign Studio Suite 2021. Firstly, an oval slot was

designedwhich its dispersion diagramwas analyzed. The single oval slot was thenmodified through glide symmetry principle. The dispersion

diagram of the modified unit cell was discussed in terms of minor and major radius of the oval slots. Moreover, the rotation of the single oval

affected on the microwave band-width of seeker dual NN tracking algorithm.
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

In order to measure the characteristics of the proposed dual band filter, vector network analyzer (Rohde&Schwarz ZVA40) was used. The

tracking algorithm was connected to the vector network analyzer using high frequency cable. Tracking signals on the x and y axes were even-

tually measured.
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